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About This Game

Pivot Pilot is a challenging platformer with puzzle elements in which you take simultaneous control of a boy and a giant robot
arm. A young boy named Eli is mysteriously trapped in a testing facility and your goal is to make your way trough a series of

dangerous experiments by cooperating with the robot arm.

Avoid spikes, dodge saw blades, hide from the turrets, watch out the lasers, ride the robot arm, utilize the gravity beams and
more to escape the gruesome facility.

 Combines classic platforming with challenging robot arm controls

 40 experiments + 10 hidden arcade experiments
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This game has become one of my favorite games to date, to be completely honest with you. I hope so much the developer
continues work on this game. It's addictive, fast-paced, and rewarding once you finally get far enough to "become devil". It's
worth playing.. This program is great! You can make great looking art and animations quickly. I bought it in a humble bundle
for $10 and it has certainly been worth it.. As someone who played this game when I was younger it's great to be able to re-live
Legend of Kay once again. The story is enjoyable and the voice acting is decent, though I didn't buy this game expecting
anyhting more or less than what it is: a nice remaster of a good game. I would recommend this game to both old and new players
alike as for those who have played it get the nostalgia factor and those who haven't get a brand new experience.
It's a nice, simple game with an engaging story and a nice soundtrack as well.. i want my money back it dont work. I like the
premise of this game a lot. It's got the apeal of a Sim-style building game, combined with movement and tower-defense aspects
that keep it from bogging down the way some Sim builds can bog down. Think Sim plus Civ, in spaaaaace! So far in Early
Access, I'm seeing the kinds of things I want to see, and they're done well enough that I look forward to every new release
announcement to see what's been added.

I've seen the developers make steady progress during Early Access, adding new ideas and keeping on top of bugs as well. I've
run into some weirdness with controls and movement that I hope will be addressed in future updates. The game still needs
polish, and they're still trying to balance making the game move too slowly or too fast in the early stages -- I've seen it both ways
in different releases. Just lately, each new game takes a little longer than I'd like before it gets interesting. Better too slow than
too fast, though.

Full disclosure: I backed this game in Kickstarter and am acquainted with some of the dev team. I'd have tried the game because
of those things, but I wouldn't be recommending it unless I thought it was worth your time. It definitely is worth your time.
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Milestone is getting lazier and lazier. You would think with each new game they would be getting better at what they are doing,
but no. Not in this case. There aren't many big things wrong with the game except the whips, which are better than they were
before, but they are still bad. Its the little issues that ruin this game. And this game has quite a few. You would think using
Unreal Engine 4, it would perform well, but this is not the case. This game runs terribly. My PC is more than capable to play this
game. I can play GTA 5 at 4k max settings and keep a consistent 60. Some of the little issues are that when you touch a tuff
block, you crash. Its insane. No one with any sort of skill would fall off a bike touching a tuff block. The game cuts your power
when it thinks you will blowout. And every time it has done that to me, I wouldn't have blownout. Another issue is that you have
to beat the entire game to unlock everything in the compound. This is silly. Its the compound, it should be a place that's open
and free, but instead I have to play hours and hours against the♥♥♥♥♥♥AI to earn my freedom.

Overall: This game is boring and lazily made, don't buy it.. All these Apogee games are ruining my memories! I remember this
game having awesome graphics, sound, and music. But as with every game that doesn't age well I realize we just filled the pixels
with our imagination.

These games are uglier and harder. We're so casual.

Alien Carnage is great, is Duke Nukem with new mechanics and micro transactions!. This game is difficult but fun and is well
worth every penny and amount of time you put into it. Id highly recommend this game so add it to your library and get ready to
enjoy a great music game.. its very sad to say this but I dont reccomend this, I love this game for all its worth but the multiplayer
was its main strong point but when gamespy shutdown so did its multiplayer. The campaign is pretty fun but once you beat it
there is nothing really to do accept naval accademy which is just training. So you can buy it for its singleplayer but sadly there is
no multiplayer.. Well overall not too bad but for 40 bucks id say its a no go. Id pay at MOST 25-30. The route looks great and so
does the Duplex however keep in mind the run takes around 20 minutes to complete, so its not lengthy at all. Although at the
speeds the TGV is moving its understable why. However I cannot recommend this route at all to anyone until the cab shake is
fixed, its is abosulteley unacceptbale for that to happen. How did they test the route and think that charging 40 bucks with that
shaking going on was okay, do they even care what there putting out?!? Don't get me wrong its not even like alittle bouncing
(although that does happen along the rest of the route even though it shouldnt on a TGV) but that I can deal with. In certain
spots the train will actually start leaping up and down, almost like an earthquake. What on earth were they thinking? Great train
and great route but the glitches and short ride really spoil it for me. 7\/10.
!PATCH NEEDED ASAP!
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